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thirst quenched, and the rest of sleep enjoyed, as they come
naturally without effort or unnecessary anxiety about them. The
best ablution is when the senses are drowned in the ocean of God's
presence about us, and the same presence is made to fill us inside
and out The best sacrifice and the highest Dana or gift is when
we surrender ourselves to His sweet will aod for His service, and
claim nothing as our own. The best mortification is that which
makes the spirit humble before Him; the best contemplation is
when His glory is sung with all our powers. Neither knowledge
nor Yoga powers, health nor wealth, nor children nor possessions,
not even Mukti (freedom from birth and death), is desirable in
itself. What is desirable is to be always full of love for Him and
His works, including all creation, men and animals, Namdev cried
while removing the bark of a tree* he thought he saw blood coming
out from the stroke of his axe, and he struck himself with the axe
to see how he felt, and realize what the tree might feel. Shaik
Mahomed, being sent by his father to practise the butcher's trade,
first cut his own finger with his knife to see how the animal would
feel, and the pain he felt drove him to forswear his trade, and
retire from the world in which such pain had to be inflicted for
earning one's livelihood. Tukaram felt that there must be some-
thing wrbng about him, when, on seeing him, the sparrows left
the field he was sent to watch, though he did not intend to disturb
than. This intense spirituality and absolute surrender of self may
sound somewhat unreal to men not brought up in the atmosphere
these saints breathed. But there can be no doubt about the fact,
and there can also be no doubt that the national idea of spiritual
excellence has been shaped by these models. It may be that a
stronger backbone and more resisting power are needed in the
times in which we live, but in an account of the saints and propj}0&
as they flourished more than two hundred years ago, we ^Mpot
afford to interpolate our own wants and wishes.	/- '
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It may be interesting to note ho# these saints thoujgpt and
spoke, and how, when they came in contact with a
like Mahomedanism, they faced their troubles and conq
The lives of Namdev, Ramdas, Eknath, and others are
incidents. The most noteworthy fact in this connection
several Mahomedans became converts to the Hindu faith,
obtained such a public recognition that their help was invoked by
the Hindu authors who wrote in those times along with the Hindu
saints. Shaik Mah6med and Kabjr may be cited as examples of
this catholic spirit of recognition. On the other hand, Tukaram
and Eknath were so influenced by their contact with Mahome-
danism that they composed verses in Urdu of so catholic fc

